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1) Little B’s Poem - Bobby Hutcherson (1941-2016) 

Interlude - Montara - Bobby Hutcherson  
It’s such a shame we lost Bobby Hutcherson, one of the pioneers of jazz vibraphone, on August 15th this summer. 
Billy Hart and Eddie Henderson, two of Oberlin’s renown jazz faculty, who worked closely with Bobby throughout their 
lives remember him most for his highly emotional and philosophical approach to jazz music. The weight and intent 
behind each note Bobby stuck was always intimate, and his impact on everyone he met, as well as his impact on this 
art form, will not be forgotten. "Little B's Poem" was written for his son, Barry, three years old at the time. The melodic 
line reminds Bobby of how him and his son used to play.  

2) Monk’s Dream - Thelonious Monk (1917-1982) Arrangement by Matt 
Matt has recently been studying Monk in his last semester working with Oberlin jazz piano professor Dan Wall. Dan 
describes Monk’s influence on jazz piano and the genre as raw. The percussiveness and spontaneity with which 
Monk played the piano is what made him so unique for his time. A favorite tune of one of Oberlin’s ensemble 
coaches, Paul Samuels, Monk’s Dream is a fun song that Matt tried to bring some new perspectives to with a 
rhythmically varying and harmonically adventurous arrangement. 

 
Frisson (n.) a sudden strong feeling of excitement or fear; a thrill. 
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1. Ataxia Antidotes 
As a neuroscience major at Oberlin, Matt often finds much of his musical pursuits informed by his scientific studies. 
Cerebellar Ataxia is a tragic neurological disorder involving inability to coordinate balance, gait, extremities and eye 
movements. Ataxia is not only a physically debilitating disease, but a mental one. Difficulties in mobility, self-care, 
everyday activities, and pain/discomfort almost always leads to one or more psychological issues: clinical depression, 
alcoholism, and anxiety are commonly diagnosed after onset. Treatments integrating Neurological Music Therapy 
with musical rhythm have been proven to be more effective than just restorative gait trainings alone. Ataxia Antidotes 
is a tune that explores the comfortable feeling of a larger meter of 11 with the the disrupted and disjointed feeling of a 
smaller 11, to emulate the struggle many patients endure as they attempt to restore their gait during rehab.  

2. Churn 
Churn is designed to explore the suppression of strong, negative emotions - a habit we all encounter at one time or 
another. These feelings of frustration often brood inside us, churning to become quite a powerful feeling. Listen for 
the meter change from 9 to 13, a point of release that represents a release of these pent up emotions into more of an 
angry frenzy.  

3. Portals 
Portals explores the various subdivisions of a consistent pulse within a single 
composition: Sections of the composition encompass duple (straight 4/4), tuple 
(swung 4/4), quintuple, and even septuple divisions of the beat. Watch for each 
soloist taking the band through a “rhythmic portal” as they cue the section of the 
song they wish to play over during the solo break. 

4. Cortisol (Feat. Larry Galloway) 
Cortisol is a hormone in all our bodies that serves an important role in the stress 
pathway in our nervous system. It’s produced and released by the adrenal 
glands situated above our kidneys, and effects blood sugar (glucose) levels, 
metabolism, immune and anti-inflammatory responses, as well as  heart and 
blood vessel contraction. As with many stress hormones, cortisol levels increase 
and decline in a cyclical fashion. The fast tempo of this composition and frantic 
nature of the melody reflects high levels of stress. Listen for the release of this 
stress from the body later in the composition. 

5. The Current (Feat. Ethan Cohen, JT Minor, Ricardo 
Guerra) 
Inspired by Oberlin’s professor of percussion and world music, Jamey Haddad, 
“The Current” is devoted to what Jamey call’s “the river of time”. The brazilian 
swing brought about by the large percussion section on this tune is infectious, 
and you can’t help but dive in and enjoy the ride. Matt would like to extend a big 
thank you to Jamey and his influence on his approach to music, as well as the jazz department and conservatory as a 
whole. 

 
Plexus (n.) an interwoven combination of parts in a structure or system,  a network of nerves or vessels in the body 

 
1. Thrive 

Thrive was Matt’s first ever tune composed within a DAW (digital audio workstation), in this case Ableton Live, a 
program used for music production and integration with live performance. Since the summer of 2014, Matt has spent 



 

over two years refining this track and building his production chops to a place where the software no longer inhibits 
his ability to articulate and explore a new musical idea. Finally well versed with Ableton’s layout, Matt now Thrives in 
live performance with electronic instruments as he designs and programs his own synths, drum racks, effects 
transitions etc... 

2. Eye of the Storm 
As one of Matt’s most extensive compositions, this tune begins and ends with acoustic vibraphone but explores 
everything in between. Matt’s exploration of immersing an acoustic instrument within various electronic and more 
foreign sounding musical environments led to his creation of “Eye of the Storm”. 

3. Enter the Time Machine (Feat. Elena Conn) 
Matt has a lot of fun producing and performing this track for two reasons. First, it explores a lot of different rhythmic 
impositions during the breakdowns and drop sections that are still danceable to audience members. Second, it has 
harmony moving with similar root motion to Trane Changes; Matt always enjoys how refreshing playing less 
traditional harmonic motions freshens up his improvisations and challenges him to hear new ideas. The process of 
having Elena on the drumset brings a new life to a Plexus track that really excites and fuels Matt. 

4. Altitude 
Since beginning his electronic music production endeavors, Matt has always been fascinated with the live visuals that 
often accompany big name artists at festivals. Within the last three weeks since fall break, Matt began working with 
an audiovisual software to design and render his own visuals as a new component to his artistic performance. You’ll 
see both video clips, as well as more audio-reactive visuals that Matt has done through programming to produce. 
Altitude was a composition inspired by two things: 1) Matt’s solo backpacking trip up into the mountains in Banff, 
Canada this past summer and 2) wingsuit flying: an extreme sport that involves people jumping off mountain cliffs and 
riding the air pressure against their suits down the mountainside. 

5. Mark My Words (Feat. Alan Wang and Kalei Tooman) 
Much of electronic music produced involves sampling the work of other artists. In this way, sampling has 

become its own artform that people implicate as a technique in music production. Mark My Words is a composition 
structured around a drum solo taken by one of the world's leading jazz drummers, Mark Guiliana. After chopping and 
placing different sections of the solo where he felt suitable, Matt then added the rest of the track around Mark’s 
playing. This process was Matt’s first experiment with sampling, as well as a huge way to open up Matt’s 
compositional and improvisational approach by basing the rhythm off another person’s playing entirely. 

The Plexus Project: 
Mark My Words also resembles the early stages of Matt’s Plexus Project. Matt is aiming to release a multimedia 
album in the spring as a video series integrating dancers and visual artists. Sections of Mark My words explore some 
of the various techniques Matt has identified for doing these interdisciplinary and improvisational exchanges (from a 
mapping of sound onto dance and via versa, to rehearsed choreography, to simultaneous improvisation). Further 
down the road, Matt hopes to employ technology on dancers and visual artists to instantly influence elements of the 
music through the computer software he produces in. He also hopes to integrate the Plexus project to gather data 
from audience members and implicate it into live performance. If you want more details check out his website! 

 

Thank you to all who came out, to all those that continue to inspire me and my 
musical pursuits, and most importantly thank you to those who continue to support 
me and encourage me in my artistic endeavors. 
 
If you feel inclined, Matt and the band would love you to list your name and email 
on the signup either at the door or at mattdibiasemusic.com to hear more on the 
upcoming album releases from Frisson & Plexus and other musical news. THANK 
YOU! 


